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ABSTRACT
This business plan was created for the purposes of opening a high-end wedding
venue. The business plan contains six sections. The sections include company
description, market analysis, organization and management, marketing, financials,
and a conclusion. The wedding venue will be built ground up in Santa Clara Country.
Due to the location and personal interest of the business partners, the target market
will be Middle Eastern and Asian populations. The plan was developed for two
owners, and two additional business partners. The owners have a combined 20 years
of experience as senior management for large companies. The venue will cost
$16,000,000 to build. The expected revenue generated by the venue is estimated to be
$1,500,000 annually. An $18,000,000 loan with a 30-year note will finance Desert
Rose.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Desert Rose wedding hall will cater to all wedding needs. It will provide
wedding hall décor, appetizer/dinner/dessert menu, full bar and much more. The
venue will be able to accommodate 1000 guests and provide high quality customer
service for all wedding needs. It will also have two additional ballrooms for other
gatherings such as business meetings and small parties.
The location of the venue will be in the Bay Area and offer a unique
customized reception. What makes the venue unique is that it will not only satisfy the
needs of the typical American wedding but, will also be geared towards Middle
Eastern and Eastern Indian weddings. Décor options will be personalized by an
interior decorator of the client’s choice depending on preferred genre scheme. The
chef and cooking staff will also be fluent in cooking many different cuisines and offer
the best foods from all around the world. Being in the Bay Area will also allow
contracting with many companies in the Silicon Valley/Bay area region for business
meeting purposes.
To ensure a successful business, area competition was analyzed. Pricing,
variety of service offerings, as well as guest accommodation are the competition’s
key categories that were assessed. Desert Rose’s focus is on building a world-class
team of employees who will give the venue the extra spark of success to set it apart
from others.
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CHAPTER I
COMPANY DESCRIPTION
Business Description
Primarily, Desert Rose will be a wedding hall venue for upscale weddings.
What will set it apart from other venues will be the level of décor and detail that will
be customized for every event. The interior decorators and event planners will
customize each detail down to the party favors and stamps on the invitations. The
interior decorating team will have the finest of fashion trends and colors schemes
available for customers to choose from and continuously keep up on fashion trends
and new ideas, so that no two weddings will be alike. Creating Desert Rose’s value
brand equity in the market by exceeding the level of satisfaction of the clients will
provide the Desert Rose with a competitive advantage over other venue options
(Kerin & Peterson, 2013, p. 361).
An opportunity-organization matching analysis was conducted to identify
other market opportunities that meet Desert Rose’s organization distinctive
competencies (Kerin & Peterson, 2013, p. 69). Apart from a traditional wedding
venue seating 1,000 people in the main hall, called the Desert Rose, there will be two
separate ballrooms in the back of the hall. Ballroom 1, the Sahara Room, will seat 100
people while ballroom 2, the Nile Room, will seat 160 people with space for a dance
floor. The analysis identified that the ballrooms can be used for other events:
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Christmas partiesbusiness meetings,
engagement parties,
Quinceañeras,
birthday parties,
graduation parties,
retirement parties,
anniversaries, and
various ceremonies.

Although the main focus of the Desert Rose is to host the ultimate wedding
events, utilizing the building in as many was possible will maximize revenue. The
second focus will be geared towards business meeting venues so that the building is
generating money during the weekdays when weddings are not as popular. The key to
success will be to develop a fully function team through the process of forming
(cautious affiliation), storming (competitiveness), norming (harmonious cohesion),
and performing (collaborative teamwork), we hope to achieve this goal (Dufrene &
Lehman, 2001, pp. 1-4)
Services Offered
The unique aspect that the Desert Rose will carry above its competitors for
wedding venues will be the level of service and detail offered to each client’s event.
The basis of competition is functionality, reliability, convenience and price
(Christenson, 2016, p. 190). The service options for a wedding at Desert Rose will
include:
a. personal interior decorator/event planner,
b. chef who will customize the menu options,
c. disc jockey (DJ), and full bar service.
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The team of interior decorators will also serve as the event planners for each
booking. The bride and groom will choose the genre of decor (Victorian style, shabby
chic, crystallized elegance, Eastern Indian, white rose garden, and more) and note any
specific requirement they wish. Once the genre and requirements are set, the
accommodating interior decorator will take it from there. The Interior decorator will
come up with at least two different stage scenes to choose from. The stage scene and
customized choices will include but are not limited to options in Table 1.
Table 1
Stage Scenes and Customized Choices

As an example, the client can choose dim lights with pink and red roses as a
requirement. From there, the interior decorator will provide the clients with a couple
of options. The first option might be large floral arrangements with smaller vase
centerpieces, while the second one might have much grander centerpieces and less
flowers in the decor. Appendix A illustrate the floral arrangement options.
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After the interior decorator is set with the design, the two lead chefs will also
have a consultation with the clients. The chefs will then work with the clients to come
up with an appetizer menu. The appetizers can be on the tables as the guest arrive
either served family style or on an appetizer bar. After the appetizers are set, the next
decision to be made is the dinner menu. The dinner menu as well as the appetizer
menu and dessert menu can be customized to the client’s requests. To ensure
satisfaction, the chef will prepare the requested meal for a taste test before finalizing
the menu. While the Desert Rose team shepherds the wedding/event planning
process, client preferences are ultimately the determining factor (Christenson, 2016,
p. 101). This allows the chefs the opportunity to research and create dishes that they
may not be familiar with. This approach will also give the chef a level of ownership
in the process and a chance to express creativity. A model of resource allocation for
innovating ideas are generated from deep within the organization, not just from
management. The employee’s ideas bubble up from the bottom and can surface to the
top (Christensen, 2016, p. 82). The goal is for the chefs to paint on their canvas of
originality in the kitchen in order to promote job satisfaction and innovative menus.
Once the decorations and menu are agreed upon, the last consultation will be
with the facilities coordinator, who will go over the bar options and music for the DJ
to play. Both can be customized or the client can choose a preselected package.
These three teams (interior decorators, chefs, and facility coordinator) will be
the heavy weight teams. The teams will act as general managers and make important
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decisions for the good of the company and the client. These teams will collaborate
with each other (Christenson, 2016, p. 178).
Aside from weddings in the Desert Rose Hall, the Sahara and Nile Rooms will
have the same tier of choices as the wedding events. Each occasion will have the
necessary equipment to cater to each event. For example, if you are booking the
Sahara for a business meeting, it will come with a projector, the screen, and a main
laptop to utilize for the projector. Office supplies will be available for the group so
that their employees do not have to bring anything along with them to the meetings.
Through the opportunity-organization analysis, it was found that providing these
services would better cater to client needs (Kerin & Peterson, 2013, p. 361). The
meetings can be catered for breakfast, lunch, or dinner along with snacks and
refreshments. Desert Rose can also sell the clients decal items to handout to their
employees for their meetings. Items will include decal cups, pens, T-shirts, and so on
with their company’s logo. Desert Rose has already established a relationship with a
vendor, College Hill Custom Threads, which will provide a 10% discount on all
orders.
Customer Target
Desert Rose aims to cater to weddings of all faiths and ethnicities, but will
specifically target luxurious weddings for Indian and Middle Eastern peoples as well
as those from other Asian backgrounds. . The business partners are of Eastern Indian
decent and of Middle Eastern decent and will travel to the Middle East and Asia to
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secure authentic décor for the Desert Rose. Taking this addition step will give Desert
Rose another branch to our market-targeting plan that allows for a greater connection
to the segment of the market that is targeted (Kerin & Peterson, 2013, p. 361).
Aside from the business partners’ personal affiliations to the Indian and
Middle Eastern cultures, this demographic is prevalent in the Silicon Valley and
continues to grow. The estimated census for 2016 shows that in San Jose alone,
Asians, including Indians, are the second highest population (U.S. Census Bureau,
2010 Census). The market-development strategy will rely heavily on penetrating
theses populations to gain their business (Kerin & Peterson, 2013, p. 361). The same
is true for other areas in the Silicon Valley. Asians are the second highest group in the
Silicon Valley according to the Census Bureau (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census).
Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate racial and ethnic make-ups of the San Jose City and Santa
Clara County.
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Table 2
San Jose City Population Census

Table 3
Santa Clara County Population Census
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Even though Indians are an established population, their growth is also
continuing to rise. In 2009 to 2013, the cities with the top three Indian immigrants
were greater New York City, Chicago, and San Jose as shown in Figure 1. These
three cities accounted for about 27% states for Indian immigrants in the U.S. from
2009-2012. Figure 2 shows the top concentrations by metropolitan area for foreign
born persons from India from 2009-2013. Studies from the University of Southern
California, conducted by the Population Dynamics Research Group, show that in the
next 25 years the Indian, Chinese, Vietnamese, Filipino, and other Asian populations
are expected to grow more than 43% in the Silicon Valley alone. That is 30% higher
than the Asian projection nationally (Simonson, 2015).

Figure 1. Top destination states for Indian immigrants in the US, 2009-12
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Figure 2. Top concentrations by metropolitan area for foreign born from India, 2009-13

The second group of people who will be targeted is the large companies in the
Silicon Valley that could utilize the smaller halls for business meeting or seminars.
The clientele list will focus on companies such as Apple, Google, Facebook, Adobe,
and Cisco. For these companies, Desert Rose can offer promotional and discount
ratesfor ongoing usage. Desert Rose can also provide discount rates for their
employees if they book our venue for personal events.
Halls Description
The hall will be built ground up and will be very elegant. There will be high
ceilings with large crystal chandeliers. The entire hall will be decorated in Victorian
style white crown molding up and down the walls, around the large glass windows as
trimmings, and along the ceiling. The Victorian style white crown molding will
complement the faint, soft grey walls. The hall building will be designed so that if a
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client chooses not to go with the full décor package, it will still look elegant and
glamorous. To determine the sizes of the hall, a space and capacity calculator was
used for meeting halls and banquet rooms from www.banquettablespro.com. The
space and capacity calculator requires the number of guests and seating choices and
styles to determine the appropriate square footage. The entire building will be 28,533
square feet (sq. ft.). The Desert Rose hall will be 12,416 sq. ft., the Sahar will be
1,637 sq. ft., and the Nile will be 2,935 sq. ft. Hall floor plan is in Appendix 2.

CHAPTER II
MARKET ANALYSIS
Pricing of Land and Building
Desert Rose hall will be built from the ground up. The price of land in Santa
Clara is the highest in the nation. On average, the value for a house is $1,025,100.
The average price per square foot is $596 dollars and is forecasted to go higher as
shown in Appendix C (Zillow, 2017).
Although the high cost of land makes starting a business extremely difficult,
the business partners have found a piece of land still in Santa Clara County that is
away from the city center, nearing Livermore, making it a much more reasonable
purchase. It is a lot that has 196 acres and is up in the hills providing an excellent
view for any event. The purchase price of the land is $499,950 (Zillow ,2017). The
plan is to take out a loan to make this purchase. Appendix D contains view of venue
location.
Regional Income
High household income was a driving factor in choosing to establish Desert
Rose in Santa Clara County. Desert Rose will be a high-end and exclusive venue, so
clientele with ample discretionary income must be targeted. In Santa Clara 30.2% of
the households make $100,000-$199,000 annually, and another 18.2% of the
households makes $200,000 or more annually. This means that roughly 50% of the
households have a minimum of a six-figure income (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010
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Census). Table 4 shows the regional income distribution for Santa Clara County.
Table 4.
Regional Income for Santa Clara County, California

Competition
The competition was analyzed using www.wedding-spot.com. Appendix E
contains a list of the categories that all venues used to calculate the estimated event
cost. Competition for venues accommodating 1,000 guests is far less than those
accommodating 500 or less. The same options were chosen for all competing venues
to get the price range of the competition in the area. These venues were chosen for the
analysis because they are most comparable to the Desert Rose. From the analysis, for
a maximum capacity event of 400 guest to 1,150 guest, the price of a wedding per
guest for each venue ranged from a minimum of $177 per person to $269 per person
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with an average cost of $219 per person. Table 5 lists the specific costs per person for
competitive venue.
Table 5
Costs per Person for Competitive Wedding Venues

Competitive advantage

The competitive advantage that Dessert Rose will have over its competitors is
a) guest capacity of 1,000 person
b) the view of Livermore Hills,
c) custom interior designers with custom décor from originating countries
d) world-class, fine dining
e) the discount rate available for employees of companies that do business
with Desert Rose
f) the level of personalization for each wedding or other event
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The property to be purchased is 193 acres. The use of the land in various
business markets will allow Desert Rose to be a step ahead of the competition. Aside
from the Sahara and Nile rooms, in the future, solar panels will be installed on a
portion of the land to further generate money and provide energy for the facility.
Another future option to utilize all of the land successfully will be to grow edible
vegetation and to raise livestock organically. Additional future plans include the
establishment of a vineyard, since Santa Clara is in the wine countryside of the
county. All these options can be used to further support the Desert Rose and give it its
own unique competitive advantage.
Menu and Pricing List
To reach the level of world-class gourmet cuisine, Desert Rose will be known
for innovative chefs that create and customize their menus in accordance to our
client’s specifications. The culinary philosophy of the Desert Roe is that autonomy in
the kitchen is the key to originality that will set the Desert Rose apart from its
competitors. For those who are indecisive, a pre-selected package is available. For
customized menus, pricing will be evaluated and determined based on request and
profit margin. All minimum profit margin requirements will be set at 75% for
ingredients only, not including labor and utilities.
Appendix F contains sample pre-selected appetizer, dinner, and dessert
menus with accompanying costs and profits. There is only one preselected dessert
package. For the appetizer and dinner menus, there will be four pre-selected menu
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option categories: the Italian package, the Indian package, the Asian package, and the
American package.
The Italian appetizer package will include salami, prosciutto, cheese, olives,
shrimp, and artichoke hearts. Desert Rose’s cost to make this package, based on
ingredients only (not including labor and utilities), for 500 guest is estimated at
$1,030. The selling price for the Italian package is $7,500 for 500 guests. This is the
least expensive package to purchase since little labor is going into preparation but
rather plating the food items. Desert Rose would stand to net $6,470 from selling the
Italian package prior to paying labor and utilities.
The Italian dinner package will include pasta alfredo, spaghetti and meat balls,
chicken parmesan, shrimp scampi, salad, and roasted vegetables and potatoes. In
Appendix F, the analysis was broken into price per table (seating 10 people per table).
The cost for Desert Rose to make the Italian dinner package per table is $125 dollars
in ingredients. The selling price per table is $1,500. Total profit per table is $1,375.
The total net profit based off expense of ingredients alone (not including labor and
utilities) from the Italian dinner package for a party of 500 guest is $68,750.
In Indian appetizer package will include pakora, samosa, chickpeas (sholay),
chaat, and spring rolls. Although the cost of making these appetizers is not
significantly higher than other packages, the labor hours spent on this menu is greater.
For that reason, the selling price for the Indian package is priced at $9,500. The
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estimated cost of ingredients to make this package is $1,000. The total profit for 500
guest (not including labor and utilities) is $8,500.
The Indian dinner package will include tandoor chicken, basmati rice, butter
chicken, salad, chicken and vegetable skewers, beef and vegetable skewers, and naan.
Appendix F brakes the analysis into price per table (seating 10 people per table). The
cost to make the Indian dinner package per table is $95 dollars. The selling price per
table is $1,750. The total profit per table is $1,655. The total profit, based off
ingredients alone, not including labor and utilities, for the Indian dinner package for a
party of 500 guests is $82,750. Since some Indians are vegetarians, vegetarian dishes
can be substituted for meat dishes. Although the price of ingredients per table might
be less expensive than the current selling price, the selling price per table will not
change. The net profit based on ingredients alone will increase, but the amount of
time spent creating Indian cruise is more labor intensive; therefore, no price
adjustments will be made.
The Asian appetizer package will include pot stickers, Thai noddle salad,
shrimp, egg rolls, and edamame. The estimated cost of making this package, based
off the ingredients only (not including labor and utilities), for 500 guests is $1,000.
The selling price of this package is $9,000. The total profit for 500 guest (not
including labor and utilities) is $8,000.
The Asian dinner package will include shrimp and vegetable stir fry, basmati
or fried rice, chicken chow main, Mongolian beef, and orange chicken. In Appendix
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F, the analysis is broken into price per table (seating 10 people per table). The
estimated cost to make the Asian dinner package, per table, is $132 dollars. The
selling price per table is $1,500. The total profit per table is $1,368. The total profit
based off ingredients alone (not including labor and utilities) for the Asian dinner
package for a party of 500 guests is $68,400. The American appetizer package
includes stuffed mushrooms, crab cakes, assorted vegetables and dip, artichoke dip
with pita chips, and cocktail meatballs. The estimated cost of making this package,
based off the ingredients only (not including labor and utilities), is $1,125. The
selling price of this package is $9,000. The total profit for 500 guests (not including
labor and utilities) is $7,875.
The America dinner package will include chicken with gravy, 4 oz. sirloin,
roasted vegetables and potatoes, salad, and penne pesto (salmon substitute available
upon request). Appendix F brakes the analysis into price per table (seating 10 people
per table). The cost to make the American dinner package, based on ingredients
alone, is $140 per table. This is the most expensive dinner package, based on cost of
ingredients only. The selling price per table is the most expensive as well at a price of
$1,800 per table. Total profit per table is $1,660. The total net profit based off
ingredients alone (not including labor and utilities) for the America dinner package
for 500 guests is $83,000.
The dessert menu, as shown in Appendix F, has only one preselected package.
It includes cookies, tiramisu shots, lemon custard shots, and chocolate raspberry
moose. It will cost $26 in ingredients to make per table and will sell at $126 per table.
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The total profit from selling the dessert menu (not including labor and utilities) is
$5,000.

CHAPTER III
ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
Owner and Departments Leads
The owners of Desert Rose will be Gursharon (Sharon) Kaur and Stella
Shabo. Kaur received her undergraduate degree in business and completed her MBA
at California State University, Stanislaus in 2011. She has worked in manufacturing
for the last 10 years and has experience in operations, product development, and
supply chain management. Shabo graduated with an undergraduate degree in
biological science/microbiology from California State University, Stanislaus. She
expects to complete her EMBA from California State University, Stanislaus by the
end of 2017. Shabo has worked in manufacturing for the last 10 years and has
experience in quality assurance, operations management, and budget/financing.
A third associate, who will not be a partner, but has been chosen to lead the
interior design team is Asil Daoud. Daoud graduated from Sacramento State
University with her degree in interior design in 2010. She has already taken the lead
by designing the facility layout for Desert Rose and creating the floor plan for the
structure. A company’s size and leadership determines the growth rate in the market.
Even though we are successful in our fields we know that we have be a step ahead of
the competitor to not only sustain but also grow our business (Christenson, 2016, p,
132).

Opening a wedding hall has been a goal of Shabo and Kaur for the last six
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years. In contemplating the many different businesses, a wedding hall was something
for which Shabo and Kaur have a passion. Both are business driven and understand
the necessity for a well-versed staff. As managers within their current respective
departments, they understand the need for having a lean, cross-trained and happy
team of workers. They also know that the structure of the organization and the
collaboration of the teams can affect the way the business can evolve in the future
(Christenson, 2016, p. 30). For this reason, they have decided to break the
organization in three major categories: cooking staff, interior design/wedding
coordinators, and facilities coordinators.
Staffing Service
All three branches will play critical roles in establishing the culture of the
business. This is why developing a well-versed team who share the Desert Rose
vision is critical for the longevity of the business. Staff who takes pride in serving
their clients and will share their creativity and ideas and continue to grow and develop
in their field as well as learn how to contribute to other fields. This cross training will
add organizational value. People can be flexible and can be trained to succeed at
multiple things (Christenson, 2016 p. 26). After each wedding or event, the teams will
conduct meetings and document the conversations with a meeting minutes form. The
purpose of the meeting is to discuss the success of the event, including problems
encountered; identify future action items; and improve processes for future events.
(DuFrene & Lehman, 2011, p. 41).
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The first team is the cooking staff that will be headed by two lead chefs.
Ideally, these lead chefs will be able to create menus for any culture but must
specialize in Eastern cuisine. The collaboration between the lead chefs will inspire
them to grow as a team and to train and coach the serving crews in their department.
The plan is to have eight full-time serving crewmembers that are permanent Desert
Rose employees. Up to six crewmembers will work under the chefs to be trained as
junior chefs to assist when wedding parties reach 1,000 guests. Two crewmembers
will work under the facility coordinator. During weddings, additional service
crewmembers who serve and clean will be contracted from a third-party agency. Each
contacted crewmember will serve five tables. If a wedding consists of 1,000 guests,
20 crewmembers will be contacted out. Desert Rose crewmembers will be shared
amongst the chefs and facility coordinator. The chefs and facility coordinator will
groom crewmembers under their direction to be the next potential department lead
and right-hand. Under owner discretion, chef and facility leads will develop a
succession plan for the chosen employees. The lead chefs will have a minimal salary
wage with an added commission per wedding. The serving crew will be paid per
hour. After each event, the crewmembers will receive a team member evaluation form
so that their performance is communicated effectively (DuFrene & Lehman, 2011, p.
53). This will provide formative training on what has been done well and
opportunities for improvement.
The second critical team is the Interior Design Team. This team will be led by
Daoud and consist of three team members. The three team members will serve as the
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interior design/wedding coordinators. Each member of Interior Design Team will
specialize in a design concept; an Indian/Middle Eastern event planner, traditional
America event planner, and a Hispanic/Asian event planner. Under this team, there
will be one receptionist/booking coordinator for the facility who is responsible for
scheduling all events. This person will be under the Interior Design Team with a
dotted line to Shabo and Kaur. The receptionist/booking coordinator will be paid by
the hour.
These team members will be paid on commission based on wedding
executions. Their ability to invasion what the clients want and build further on
exceeding their expectations will be their ultimate goal. Commission-based
compensation for the interior designers incentivizes them to sell more décor options
to the wedding party. Additionally, the higher commission they generate for
themselves, the higher the revenue they will generate for Desert Rose. Interior
designers will have access to research and the latest fashion trends through
fashion/design expositions in order to remain current on fashion and décor options.
Desert Rose will remain vigilant in its knowledge and pursuit of new trends in market
and not be stagnant by sustaining current supplies (Christenson, 2016, pg143).
The facilities coordinator will lead the third team. The facilities coordinator is
the jack-of-all-trades who can assist with various departmental needs, as well as
maintaining their home department. The primary responsibilities of the facilities
coordinator is to maintain all janitorial and gardening upkeep, manage the bar and
bartenders, manage the DJ, and manage facilities maintenance and upkeep. Most
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importantly, the facilities coordinator will be responsible for supporting events
booked in the business-meeting hall, the Sahara. The facilities coordinator will set up
the venue, provide information technology services, and arrange the menu with the
chefs.
In order to evaluate the team’s performance, the owners will conduct
individual performance appraisals of team leads. Team leaders’ progression towards
established goals will be the focal point of the appraisal (DuFrene & Lehman, 2011,
p. 27). Specifically, team leaders’ efforts, quality of work, and quantity of their
contribution to their fields and overall team performance will be evaluated. The
appraisal rating forms will be clear and allow the employee the opportunity to
respond if any concerns should be raised (DuFrene & Lehman, 2011, p. 27).
The staffing service will be a combination of hourly employees, salary
employees, commission based employees, and contracted employees. While this is
the model proposed for staffing services, the owners understand the demand for
personnel may change depending on the success of the business. The main objective
for the staff is to take individuals and form them into a collaborative team (DuFrene
& Lehman, 2011, p. 25). As the business flourishes, there will be a need to invest in
more personnel to maintain the level of quality and service Desert Rose is committed
to providing its customers. As the business grows, the owners expect to wear many
hats.
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Organization Chart

Below is the organization chart for all full time employees.

CHAPTER IV
MARKETING
Social Media
A marketing channel consists of routes involved in the process of making a
service available for use to consumers (Kerin & Peterson, 2013, p. 361). The primary
purpose of marketing is to create long-term relationships between individuals and the
organization (Kerin & Peterson, 2013, p. =1). Social media will be the marketing
channel for Desert Rose. Desert Rose will make use of Facebook, Instagram,
Pinterest, Twitter, and YouTube. Pages and profiles will be created on these sites.
The great thing about the sites listed above is that Desert Rose can add people or
groups to our pages as well as them adding us. Desert Rose can analyze other
people’s profiles to see what profiles would have similar interests or find target
groups that have needs for what Desert Rose would offer. The potential of spreading
the word and having followers that could spread the word for Desert Rose could be in
the millions and reach all around the world. Social media provides the opportunity to
show Desert Rose through videos and pictures. The cost of setting up most of these
social media pages are free. The only incurred costs will be for marketing on Desert
Rose’s website. Most website building programs are free or have a small monthly fee
(Wong, 2017). The plan is to spend no more than $7,000 to create the Desert Rose
custom website to set it apart from competitors. The website will provide information
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to potential customers and allow them to communicate with Desert Rose staff (Kerin
& Peterson, 2013, p. 288).

Since businesses are also targeted, personal, in-person

calls will be made to these companies to establish a relationship. This will be done to
increase our customer lifetime value (Kerin & Peterson, 2013, p. 12). We will also
offer free tours of our facilities and free small conferences so companies can assess
Desert Rose’s offerings without cost. This allows them to experience the high level of
customer service and beauty of the venue without commitment,
In Store Ads/Temples and Churches
In assessing the go-to-market strategy, Desert Rose is looking for the most
cost-effective way to expose the venue to the target market (Kerin & Peterson, 2013,
p. 361). Since Middle Eastern and Asian cultures are targeted, advertising in Indian,
Middle Eastern, and Asian markets and restaurants is a viable avenue to get publicity.
Aside from markets and restaurants, churches and temples will be another option for
further publicity and promotion of Desert Rose. Discount rates can be offered to
clients who come from an associated churches or temple. Another option that may
influence some people to utilize these promotion deals from churches and temples
would be to give a 1-2% kick back to their parishes for the referral.

CHAPTER V
FINANCIALS
Price Sheets for Packages
The average cost to rent the Sahara for a meeting with 50 people will cost
$4,000. The menu for this includes salad, sandwiches, pastries, and beverages. For
continuous users (two times or more a month), the set-up fee is waived. The average
cost for continuous clients is $3,400. Table 6 is a breakout of costs for the Sahara
room.
Table 6.
Costs for Sahara Room Usage
Sahara Cost
Equpiment fee
Set up fee
Menu Cost
Decal item
Total Cost

For 50 guest
$
1,000.00
$
600.00
$
2,000.00
$
400.00
$
4,000.00

Sahara Cost (Discount)
Equpiment fee
Set up fee
Menu Cost
Decal item
Total Cost

For 50 guest
$
1,000.00
$
$
2,000.00
$
400.00
$
3,400.00

As stated previously, Desert Rose is a very upscale wedding hall venue. For a
base wedding including the menu, alcohol, decorating fee, and miscellaneous wedding
options, the average cost for a wedding will be around $200,000 for 500 guests. The
level of customization will increase this cost. The Desert Rose wedding venue will be
one of the most exclusive, if not the most exclusive venue in the area. The quality of
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the experience is reflected in the cost of wedding events to be held at the Desert Rose.
Table 7 is a breakout of the expected costs of a typical wedding event at Desert Rose.
Table 7.
Costs Associated with Wedding at Desert Rose Hall
Menu Costs
Average Appetizer
Average Dinner
Average Dessert
Total Catering Cost
Standard Decorating Cost
Table set up fee
Wedding hall set up fee
Bar Package Cost
Full Bar
Beer and Wine
Miscellaneous
Photography/Video
DJ
Cake
Party Favors
Various Options
Average Cost per Wedding
With full bar
With Beer and Wine

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

For 500 guest
8,750.00
81,875.00
5,000.00
95,625.00
For 500 guest
10,000.00
50,000.00
For 500 guest
15,000.00
10,000.00
For 500 guest
10,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
15,000.00
For 500 guest
204,625.00
199,625.00

Cost of Operations
The cost of payroll will be spread out among hourly, salary, and commission
based pay. The straight salary based personnel will be the facility coordinator at
$75,000/year, the janitor at $50,000/year, and the receptionist at $40,000/year. The
chefs will be paid based on a combination of salary and wedding commission. They
will be paid a base salary of $30,000/year and then receive an additional 3%
commission from each wedding. They will receive a salary because of their services
that will be utilized for business meetings.
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The breakdown of the pay roll costs is shown in Table 8. The hourly
personnel are the eight crew members who make$15 per hour and the two bartenders
who make $20 per hour. The base schedule for the crewmembers will be 20 hours a
week. The bartenders will be scheduled for eight hours a week, per weekend, for a
wedding. For large wedding parties, up to 20 additional crewmembers and four
addition bartenders will be contracted out. Lastly, the DJ will be paid $700 per
wedding for their services. To calculate the monthly pay roll fixed cost, the salary
cost of the two chefs, the facility coordinator, the janitor, and the receptionist were
added. The total fixed cost will be $18,750. The adjustable cost of payroll for one
wedding is the cost of the crewmembers, bartenders, interior decorator, and DJ.
These employees will generate pay based hours work, so the number of weddings
booked will ultimately determine this cost. The total adjustable cost per wedding is
$29,020. The total monthly cost of payroll for one wedding will be $47,770. Each
additional wedding will increase commission cost and hours work on the adjustable
cost.
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Table 8.
Cost of Payroll
Cost of Payroll Per wedding
Employee

Hourly

Chef 1
Chef 2
Facility Coordinator
Janitor
Receptionist
Serving Crew Member (1)
Serving Crew Member (8)
Bartender (1)
Bartender (2)
Interior decorator
Contracted Serving/Bar Crew
DJ

$ 14.42
$ 14.42
$ 36.06
$ 24.04
$ 19.23
$ 15.00
$ 15.00
$ 20.00
$ 20.00
$ $ 15.00
$ -

Total Monthly Cost of fixed payroll
Cost of adjustable cost per wedding
Total Cost with Fixed Cost and 1
wedding a month

Hourly Cost Per
Wedding per week
$
576.92
$
576.92
$
1,442.31
$
961.54
$
769.23
$
300.00
$
2,400.00
$
160.00
$
320.00
$
$
2,400.00
$
$
$

18,750.00
29,020.00

$

47,770.00

Salary
$ 30,000.00
$ 30,000.00
$ 75,000.00
$ 50,000.00
$ 40,000.00
$
$
$
$
$
$

-

Monthly Cost
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,500.00
2,500.00
6,250.00
4,166.67
3,333.33
1,200.00
9,600.00
640.00
1,280.00
9,600.00
-

Commission based on
Commission
average wedding cost
$
6,000.00
3%
$
6,000.00
3%
$
0
$
0
$
0
$
0
$
0
$
0
$
0
$
10,000.00
5%
$

700.00 per wedding

After researching wedding halls for sale in the bay area, only one had similar
specification and was located in San Francisco for just under 11 million dollars
(Bizben, 2017). This building is 20 years old, and inadequate to provide the level of
elegance and services Desert Rose is offering. The owners are willing to spend three
to five million dollars for renovations, but the property is not in the preferred location.
For that reason, the owners decided to build the hall from the ground up. Table 9 lists
the start-up items and related costs. Building cost includes leveling, creating utility
lines, building design, parking lot and minimal landscaping. Further itemized
calculations for start-up items in Appendix G.
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Table 9.

Start-Up Cost

Start up Items
Building Cost
Fire system
Office furniture
Permits
Industrial Kitchen Appliances
DJ equipment/speaker
Business Meeting Supplies
Business Meeting Furniture
Laundry Room Equipment
Hall Decorations
Plates silverware, tables, chairs
Chandlers
Total Estimate

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Start Up Cost
14,000,000.00
12,000.00
3,000.00
5,000.00
80,000.00
5,000.00
6,000.00
60,000.00
5,000.00
750,000.00
500,000.00
100,000.00
15,526,000.00

In order to predict profitability, a pro forma statement will be prepared. The
pro forma statement will be used in forecasting sales and finances for the year
(Higgins, 2016, p.80). Ultimately, the statement will determine if Desert Rose will be
profitable or not. To build the hall, $18,000,000 will be borrowed from the bank. A
couple of million extra will be borrowed for cash flow purposes to pay for start-up
costs until events are booked. The owners will use their houses and the purchased
land as collateral for the bank. If the bank will not lend the money, three private
investors are willing to put up the money, but each investor is asking for a 5% interest
rate plus 1% commission on each wedding event. The pro forma statement shows that
once the business is established, it will net $1,547,280. Assuming the owners are to a
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30-year loan, it will cost approximately $86,000 a month and $1,032,000 a year to
pay it off the loan. If the owners want to be aggressive about paying off the loan, an
additional $1,000,000 a year from net profits can be allocated to pay off the loan in
half the time. The owners prefer not do this so there is some cash flow in the account
to pay for any unbooked weekends. Table 10 contains the proforma statement.
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Table 10

Proforma Statement

Pro Forma Statement 2019
Jan-19
Number Wedding bookings
1
Gross Profit from Wedding Bookings $ 200,000
Number of Business Bookings
10
Gross Profit from Business Bookings $ 40,000
Gross Sales from Wedding and Business $240,000
Cost of Goods Sold Wedding (food & Utl) $ 12,000
Cost of Goods Sold Buisness (food & Utl) $ 4,000
Net Proft Before Taxes
$224,000
Expenses
* Administrative Expenses
$ 1,000
* Pay roll
$ 47,700
*Utlitites
$ 4,000
*Services (janitor, gardner,etc)
$ 6,000
*Bank Loan (18 mil over 30 years @4% int) $ 86,000
*Depreciation
$ 8,000
Taxes
$ 67,200
Net Profit After Taxes
$ 4,100
$ 1,000
$ 47,700
$ 4,000
$ 6,000
$ 86,000
$ 8,000
$ 120,360
$ 128,140

Feb-19
2
$ 400,000
7
$ 28,000
$428,000
$ 24,000
$ 2,800
$401,200
$ 1,000
$ 47,700
$ 4,000
$ 6,000
$ 86,000
$ 8,000
$ 120,360
$ 128,140

Mar-19
2
$ 400,000
7
$ 28,000
$428,000
$ 24,000
$ 2,800
$401,200
$ 1,000
$ 47,700
$ 4,000
$ 6,000
$ 86,000
$ 8,000
$ 125,760
$ 140,740

Apr-19
2
$ 400,000
12
$ 48,000
$448,000
$ 24,000
$ 4,800
$419,200
$ 1,000
$ 47,700
$ 4,000
$ 6,000
$ 86,000
$ 8,000
$ 178,920
$ 264,780

May-19
3
$ 600,000
9
$ 36,000
$636,000
$ 36,000
$ 3,600
$596,400
$ 1,000
$ 47,700
$ 4,000
$ 6,000
$ 86,000
$ 8,000
$ 122,520
$ 133,180

Jun-19
2
$ 400,000
9
$ 36,000
$436,000
$ 24,000
$ 3,600
$408,400
$ 1,000
$ 47,700
$ 4,000
$ 6,000
$ 86,000
$ 8,000
$ 182,160
$ 272,340

Jul-19
3
$ 600,000
12
$ 48,000
$648,000
$ 36,000
$ 4,800
$607,200

$ 1,000
$ 47,700
$ 4,000
$ 6,000
$ 86,000
$ 8,000
$ 122,520
$ 133,180

Aug-19
2
$ 400,000
9
$ 36,000
$436,000
$ 24,000
$ 3,600
$408,400

$ 1,000
$ 47,700
$ 4,000
$ 6,000
$ 86,000
$ 8,000
$ 182,160
$ 272,340

Sep-19
3
$ 600,000
12
$ 48,000
$648,000
$ 36,000
$ 4,800
$607,200

$ 1,000
$ 47,700
$ 4,000
$ 6,000
$ 86,000
$ 8,000
$ 68,280
$ 6,620

Oct-19
1
$ 200,000
11
$ 44,000
$244,000
$ 12,000
$ 4,400
$227,600

$ 1,000
$ 47,700
$ 4,000
$ 6,000
$ 86,000
$ 8,000
$ 66,120
$ 1,580

Nov-19
1
$ 200,000
9
$ 36,000
$236,000
$ 12,000
$ 3,600
$220,400

$ 1,000
$ 47,700
$ 4,000
$ 6,000
$ 86,000
$ 8,000
$ 63,960
$ (3,460)

Dec-19
1
$ 200,000
7
$ 28,000
$228,000
$ 12,000
$ 2,800
$213,200

$ 12,000
$ 572,400
$ 48,000
$ 72,000
$ 1,032,000
$ 30,400
$ 1,420,320
$ 1,547,280

Annual Total
23
$ 4,600,000
114
$ 456,000
$ 5,056,000
$ 276,000
$ 45,600
$ 4,734,400

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
Opening an upscale wedding venue in the Bay Area is the ultimate goal. After
identifying the competition, finding the target market, and doing the cost analysis, the
owners have concluded that building this venue from the ground up will help
accomplish Desert Rose. By building it from the ground up, it will provide the owners
with a blank canvas that will be painted with the dreams that are Desert Rose. Aside
from the venue in itself, to the owners will develop and lead an innovative team that
will bring creativity and excellence to every wedding. The staff will be given clear
goals and expectations along with continuous feedback to promote growth and
address any opportunities. An $18,000,000 loan will cover all start-up costs and allow
of about $2,000,000 in cash flow to cover any miscellaneous start-up expenses until
Desert Rose generates money. This is an expensive project, but the result will net
over $1,500,000 annually making it well worth it.
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APPENDIX E
ESTIMATED VENUE COST CATEGORIES






Choose Services
Ceremony
Cocktail Hour
Reception
Pricing Estimate
Choose Services
What services would you like to use the venue for? Select at most one ceremony and one reception.



Indoor Ceremony (Starting at $5,000, Maximum capacity: 640 guests)



Indoor Reception (Starting at $0, Maximum capacity: 1150 guests)

Which day of the week would you like to hold the event?



Saturday



Sunday



Friday



Monday through Thursday

Which season are you planning to have your event?



On peak (May to October)



Off peak (November to April)

What is your guest count? This venue has a minimum capacity of 75 guests. The maximum capacity for the
services you have selected is 1150 guests.

How many hours would you like to reserve for event time? The standard wedding package at this venue
includes 6 hours.

An on-site facilities manager is included at this venue.
Will you require a day-of wedding coordinator for extra help?



Yes



No
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Cocktail Hour
Will you have a cocktail hour?



Yes



No

Which items will you need for the cocktail hour? Some items may be required or included for this venue.



Cocktail tables - $0



Hors d'oeuvres served - $6,000

Reception Options
Which items will you need for the reception? Some items may be required or included for this venue.



Standard banquet chairs - $0



Chiavari chairs - $8,000



Tables - $0



Linens, napkins - $0



Glassware, plates, silverware - $0



Wedding cake - $0



Cake cutting - $0



Votive candles - $0



Additional dessert(s) - $6,000



Coffee/Tea station - $0



Dance floor - $0

What type of menu(s) would you prefer?



2-course plated - $120,000

What type of beverage package?



No alcohol provided



Hosted bar by hour



Hosted bar by consumption

How many drinks per person will you requir
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What type of beverage options will you require?



Soft drinks & juices



Soft drinks, juices & wine



Beer, wine, soft drinks & juices



Beer, wine, well liquor, soft drinks & juices



Beer, wine, premium liquor, soft drinks & juices
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APPENDIX F
MENUS APPETIZER MENU
Italian Package
Serving Size
500
500
500
500
500
500

Appetizers
Salami
Prosciutto
Cheese
Olives
Shrimp
Artichoke hearts
TOTAL COST TO MAKE

Serving Size
500
500
500
500
500

Appetizers
Pakora
Samosa
Chickpeas (Sholay)
Chaat
Spring Rolls
TOTAL COST TO MAKE

Serving Size
500
500
500
500
500

Appetizers
Pot stickers
Thai noddle salad
Shrimp
Egg Rolls
Edamame
TOTAL COST TO MAKE

Serving Size
500
500
500
500
500

Appetizers
Stuffed Mushrooms
Crab Cakes
Assorted Vegetables/Dip
Artichoke Dip with Pita Chips
Cocktail meat balls
TOTAL COST TO MAKE

Cost to make
$
200.00
$
200.00
$
200.00
$
130.00
$
200.00
$
100.00
$
1,030.00

Package selling Price

$

7,500.00

Profit

$

6,470.00

Indian Package (Vegetarian)
Cost to make
$
200.00
$
250.00
$
100.00
$
250.00
$
200.00
$
1,000.00

Package selling Price

$

9,500.00

Profit

$

8,500.00

Asian Package
Cost to make
$
250.00
$
200.00
$
200.00
$
200.00
$
150.00
$
1,000.00

Package selling Price

$

9,000.00

Profit

$

8,000.00

American Package
Cost to make
$
200.00
$
300.00
$
200.00
$
175.00
$
250.00
$
1,125.00

Package selling Price

$

9,000.00

Profit

$

7,875.00

DESSERT MENU
Dessert Menu Family Style Per Table (Seating 10)
Serving Size
Dinner
1 Table
Cookies
1 Table
Tiramisu Shot
1 Table
Lemon Custard shot
1 Table
Chocolate Raspberry Moose
TOTAL COST TO MAKE

Cost to make Selling Price Per table Profit Per table Seating for 500 Profit
$
5.00
$
7.00
$
7.00 $
126.00 $
100.00 $
5,000.00
$
7.00
$
26.00
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DINNER MENU
Italian Package Family Style Per Table (Seating 10)
Serving Size
Dinner
1 Table
Pasta Alfredo
1 Table
Spagetti and Meat balls
1 Table
Chicken Parmesan
1 Table
Shrimp Scampi
1 Table
Salad
1 Table
Roasted Vegetable & Potatos
TOTAL COST TO MAKE

Cost to make Selling Price Per table Profit Per table Seat for 500 Cost Seating for 500 Profit
$
15.00
$
30.00
$
30.00
$
30.00 $
1,500.00 $
1,375.00 $
75,000.00 $
68,750.00
$
5.00
$
15.00
$
125.00

Indian/Middle Eastern Package Family Style Per Table (Seating 10)
Serving Size
Dinner
1 Table
Tandoori Chicken
1 Table
Basmati Rice
1 Table
Butter Chicken
1 Table
Salad
1 Table
Chicken/w Veg Skewer
1 Table
Beef/w Veg Kabob
1 Table
Naan
TOTAL COST TO MAKE

Cost to make Selling Price Per table Profit Per table Seat for 500 Cost Seating for 500 Profit
$
20.00
$
5.00
$
20.00
$
5.00
$
1,750.00 $
1,655.00 $
87,500.00 $
82,750.00
$
15.00
$
20.00
$
10.00
$
95.00

Asian Package Family Style Per Table (Seating 10)
Serving Size
Dinner
1 Table
Shrimp Veggie Stir fry
1 Table
Basmati/Fried Rice
1 Table
Chicken Chowmain
1 Table
Mongolian Beef
1 Table
Orange Chicken
TOTAL COST TO MAKE

Cost to make Selling Price Per table Profit Per table Seat for 500 Cost Seating for 500 Profit
$
30.00
$
7.00
$
30.00
$
1,500.00 $
1,368.00 $
75,000.00 $
68,400.00
$
30.00
$
35.00
$
132.00

American Package Family Style Per Table (Seating 10)
Serving Size
Dinner
1 Table
Chicken with gravey
1 Table
4 oz Sirlon
1 Table
Roasted Vegetable & Potatos
1 Table
Salad
1 Table
Penne Pesto
1 Table
* Salmon Substitute Avalible
TOTAL COST TO MAKE

Cost to make Selling Price Per table Profit Per table
$
35.00
$
65.00
$
15.00
$
5.00 $
1,800.00 $
1,660.00
$
20.00
$

140.00

Seating for 500 Profit

$

90,000.00

$

83,000.00
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APPENDIX G
START UP COST BREAKDOWN INDUSTRIAL KITCHEN APPLIANCES COST
Industrial Kitchen Appliances
Oven/Stove
Refrigerator 55"
Commercial Sink
Racks
Dishwasher
Deep Fryer
Kitchen Island (Stainless top)
Food warmers
Pots/Pan/ Utensils
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Each
Quantity Total Cost
5,100.00
4
$ 20,400.00
3,512.50
4
$ 14,050.00
1,100.00
2
$ 2,200.00
50.00
10
$
500.00
3,000.00
2
$ 3,002.00
700.00
2
$ 1,400.00
4,500.00
2
$ 9,000.00
500.00
10
$ 5,000.00
4,000.00 misc.
$ 4,000.00
$ 59,552.00

DJ EQUIPMENT COST
Dj Equipment
Main Speakers with Surround Sound
Mixer
Subwoofer
Total

$
$
$
$

Total
3,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
5,000.00

CHANDLER COST
Chandlers
Large Crystal Chandlers

Each
Quantity
$ 5,000.00
20

Total
$100,000.00

BUISNESS MEETING FURNITURE COST
Business Meeting Furniture
Chairs
Desks
Projector/Screens/TVs
Laptop
Total

$
$
$
$

Each
Quantity
Total
150.00
100
$ 15,000.00
170.00
100
$ 17,000.00
8,000.00
1
$ 8,000.00
2,000.00
10
$ 20,000.00
$ 60,000.00
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PLATES SILVERWARE TALBES CHAIRS COST
Plates, Silverware, Tables, Chairs
Plate Option 1 (dinner, salad, bowl)
Plate Option 2 (dinner, salad, bowl)
Plate Option 3 (dinner, salad, bowl)
Silverware (20 piece for 4 people)
Bar glasses
Wine glasses
Champagne glasses
Drinking glasses
Chairs Option 1
Chairs Option 2
Chairs Option 3
Chair Covers (4 different colors)
Chair Covers Bows (8 different colors)
Napkins
Table round
Table Clothes
Table Square
Table Clothes
Table Rectangle
Table Clothes
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Each
Quantity
total
75.00
250
$ 18,750.00
75.00
250
$ 18,750.00
75.00
250
$ 18,750.00
65.00
250
$ 16,250.00
10.00
1500
$ 15,000.00
10.00
1500
$ 15,000.00
10.00
1500
$ 15,000.00
10.00
1500
$ 15,000.00
45.00
1000
$ 45,000.00
45.00
1000
$ 45,000.00
45.00
1000
$ 45,000.00
5.00
4000
$ 20,000.00
3.00
8000
$ 24,000.00
4.00
1000
$ 4,000.00
150.00
100
$ 15,000.00
20.00
100
$ 2,000.00
150.00
100
$ 15,000.00
20.00
100
$ 2,000.00
150.00
1000
$150,000.00
20.00
100
$ 2,000.00
$499,500.00

HALL DECORATION COST
Hall Decoration
Allowance for Décor
Middle Eastern Scene $
150,000.00
Indian Scene
$
150,000.00
American Scene
$
300,000.00
Asian Scene
$
150,000.00
Total
$
750,000.00

